Climate Change Interest Group
Sponsored by Maresfield Parish Council
Local Climate Change Challenge
The Climate Change Interest Group is made up of local people and our aim is to challenge
Maresfield Parish residents to make changes in a variety of areas for the good of the environment.
We hope you feel inspired to join in with some of our suggestions and would welcome your
feedback.

January Newsletter
The global problem of climate change has been in the news a lot recently with the COP 26 meeting
in Glasgow. This involved world leaders meeting to discuss big measures that need to be taken at
national levels to reduce the carbon emissions which are damaging our planet.
However, as individuals we need to think about the small things that we can do to reduce our
carbon footprints as every small thing helps if a lot of people do them. We have had the festive
period to enjoy and now in January we can be reflective and make our new year’s resolutions. Let
some of those resolutions be about making small lifestyle changes to help the planet.
Here are some suggestions for New Year’s Resolutions:
Recycle your real Christmas tree in your brown bin or at the recycling centre.
Recycle any Christmas cards and wrapping paper that are suitable for recycling.
Turn off lights when not needed. Using less electricity helps your fuel bills as well as the planet.
Turn down your heating thermostat by one degree. Again this helps your fuel bills and uses less
natural resources such as oil and gas.
Use local shops and buy locally produced goods when possible. The fuel used to bring the goods
to the shops is less and the fuel you use to get to the shop is less. Transport emissions are a big
cause of global warming.
Choose items with less packaging. Helps to minimise plastic waste and reduces the amount going
to landfill sites. Get reusable vegetable bags for purchasing loose veg.
Minimise food waste. This is better for your purse and better for the environment. Home compost
the unavoidable waste such as vegetable peelings if you can.
Home compost garden waste, brown bin it or take it to the recycling centre.
Don’t drop litter. Litter spoils the appearance of our lovely countryside and there is a cost involved
in its clearance and disposal. Take it home with you and dispose of it in your household bins.
Have a happy and ‘environmentally green’ New Year.
Our group meets, via zoom, once per quarter and you are welcome to join our meetings, please contact
Nancy for details or with any feedback or suggestions you may have.
Email: assistantclerk@maresfieldparish.org.uk

